
Name: Andre Ellington

Height: 5-9 

Weight: 199

School Clemson

Year: Junior

Date: 12/3/2011

Opponent: Virginia Tech

Score: 38-10

Location:

Surface

Climate:

Temp.:

The Rookie Scouting Portfolio Running Back Scouting Checklist

Overall Score: 65

Power Score 12Balance Score 3

BHandling Scor 11

Speed Score 12

Vision Score 8

Elusiveness Scor 13

Blocking Scor 0

Receiving and Routes Scor 0

Durability Score 6

Attempts: 20

Rush Yd 125

1st Downs 0

Rush Td 1

Target: 0

Rec: 2

Rec Yds -5

Rec Tds 0

Fumbles 0

Broken Tackles 0

BLKs Assigne 0

BLKs Made 0

Game Stats Category Score

Leg Power, drives through arm tackles - 3pts: No

Effective stiff arm - 1pt: No

Initiates contact and punishes defenders - 1pt: No

Runs behind pads/Good pad level - 5 pts: Yes

Second effort runner/Keeps legs moving - 7pts: Yes

Lower body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Upper body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Avoids direct shots - 7pts: Yes

Can strings moves together in space - 1pt: Yes

Can make sharp lateral cuts - 3pts: Yes

Maintains footing when making cuts - 3pts: Yes

Maintains balance when hit head-on - 3pts: No

Balance when hit from an indirect angle -2pts: No

Carries ball with correct arm - 1pt: Yes

Demonstrates ball security - 3pts: Yes

Maintains control of ball when hit - 7pts: Yes

Effective short area burst - 7pts: Yes

Separates from 1st  2nd level defenders - 3pts: Yes

Separates from defensive backs - 1pt: No

Speed to turn the corner on outside runs - 2pts: Yes

Good decisions - 7pts: No

Patience - 7pts: Yes

Good line reads  anticipates defense - 3pts: No

Good angles in the open field - 1pt: Yes

Correct diagnosis of blocking assignments - 2pts: No

Effective cut blocking technique - 1pt: No

Good hand placement on stand up blocks - 1pt: No

Can deliver a punch on stand up blocks - 1pt: No

Mirrors/moves feet on stand up blocks - 1pt: No

Catches ball with proper hands technique--2pts: No

Can make difficult catch--1pt: No

Catches ball w/back to the quarterback--1pt: No

Used in the intermediate/deep passing game--1pt: No

A consistent target in the passing game--1pt: No

Consistent receptions on catchable passes--2pts No

Missed fewer than 10% of opportunities to play thus far in college career--2pts: N/A

Without chronic injuries throughout college career (Two or more injuries to same body part)--2pts: N/A

Without injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation during college career--2pts: N/A

Power Elusiveness

Balance Ball Handling

Speed Vision

Receiving Blocking

Durability
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Ellington exhibits a lot of promise to develop into a lead ball carrier with NFL skill. He has the speed to bounce runs outside and execute perimeter runs to the edge. He flashes 
patience with his blocks and can work off them to read defenders and manipulate them in space to gain additional yardage. He has a good lateral quickness and uses head fakes 
well enough to draw defenders inside so he can work outside. When Ellington faces down a defender, he exhibits good pad level, protects the ball with both arms and keeps his 
legs moving to maximize his gain. He carries the ball under the sideline arm. He's also a willing blocker in pass protection and shows some solid technique to square his pads, get 
his feet under him and deliver a double-handed punch to the chest of an oncoming defender. When Ellington is decisive and doesn't try to make the big play with a cutback, he 
becomes a more efficient runner. He needs to do this with greater consistency. Once he does, he should emerge as a bigger threat along the same lines as his Clemson 
predecessor C.J. Spiller of the Buffalo Bills.
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Ellington, like his former teammate C.J. Spiller, needs to develop great maturity with his decision-making. He favors the cutback over making a decisive, one-cut play when he 
encounters the first open defender penetrating to an area he wants to go. Oftetimes this is the wrong decision and he'll dance behind the line of scrimmage trying to make a 
move that gives the rest of the defense time to converge on him when he could have taken the defender one-on-one for at least a minimum game rather than no gain at all or a 
loss. Once he learns that the best way to beat a defender is to get to full speed, lower the pads or use a straight arm and run through the initial wrap, he'll become less of a 
boom-bust ball carrier and a consistent yardage gainer.
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Ellington earned nine yards on the first play of the opening offensive series of the game with 14:55 in the first quarter on 1st and 10 from an 11 personnel, 1x2 receiver pistol 
set with the TE on the wing to the twin side versus a 4-3 with one safety deep. The QB motioned the single receiver to the backfield as a FB split to that narrow side with 
Ellington split behind the QB to the wide side nearly behind the wing TE. They ran a sweep to the narrow side with the LG, TE, and FB pulling to the corner. Ellington approached 
the corner at the outside hip of the TE and as soon as the TE made his blocked at the edge, Ellington dipped outside to the numbers, gave a shoulder inside to the wide receiver 
blocking in the flat on the CB to force the CB to react inside and then dipped outside the WR to get to the open flat. Patient running with good movement to set up the defense 
inside. He demonstrated strong acceleration around the corner for six yards and then finished the play by keeping his pads low so he could dip under some of the contact from 
the safety in backside pursuit. He gained nearly another four yards before the safety wrapped Ellington and forced the RB to the boundary. Good job carrying the ball under his 
left arm from beginning to end of the play. He gained three yards on the next play for a first down on 2nd and 1 with 14:30 in the first quarter from a 12 personnel twin receiver 
pistol versus a 4-3 with only seven defenders in the box. They ran a zone play with the exchange taking place towards LG, but Ellington immediately planted his left foot and 
looked for the backside cut near RG/RT. When he read the penetration coming within his first two steps in that direction, he dipped a step inside, ran through a hit to his shins at 
the line of scrimmage and got his pads low to fall forward and across the first down marker, carrying the ball with both arms. Ellington gained nine yards with 5:39 in the first 
quarter from am a 1x2 receiver, 11 personnel pistol. This time Ellington was to the single side of the QB and the TE was on the wing to the twins side. The sweep was behind the 
pulling LG moving to right end and the RB got a convoy of blocks to seal the edge with minimal penetration form the defense. Ellington did a good job working tight to the backs 
of the pulling blockers to reach the flat for his initial 4-5 yards. He earned the rest ducking his head and lowering his pads as he fell forward through hits by the CB and safety, 
carrying the ball under his sideline arm. On 3rd and 1, Ellington attempted to earn the first down from a 12 personnel twin receiver pistol with 4:34 in the first quarter. The 
defensive line slanted to the right and forced Ellington to work to the backside of the blocking, but all the gaps will filled. This wasn't a bad decision by Spiller. The line did not 
execute well in short yardage to open a gap. He got his pads low, but wasn't strong enough to run through the hit and wrap. Three plays later, he gained two yards on 2nd and 1 
with 11:03 in the half from an 11 peronnel 1x2 receiver shotgun set. Ellington was on the singler receiver side of the QB and the TE on the wing was on the twin receiver side 
over the LT. Ellnigton ran power behind the pulling RG to left end, but did not show enough patience with the pulilng guard to allow the block to get set up. Ellington ran too wide 
of the guard and ran into the defnder a yard behind the line of scrimmage. He had good pad level to keep his legs moving and gain two yards after the wrap for the first down. A 
decisive run, but not great patience on the play. However in short yardage, it's difficult to say it was a bad decision. Ellington gained four yards on a 1st and goal run from the six 
from an 11 personnel pistol set. The flanker motioned towards the formation to ghost a jet sweep as the QB gave the exchange to Ellington behind a line running power. The RB 
follwed the RG into the hole, reaching the line of scrimmage before colliding with penetrating defender working off the pulilng block. Ellington showed good pad level and 
bounced off the hit, keeping his legs moving and both arms around the ball to drive forward another three yards. Good second effort and technique.  Ellington gained 32 yards on 
a 2nd and 10 run from the Clemson two with 6:40 in the half. The offense ran the ball from an 11 personnel 2x1 receiver pistol versus a 4-3 with 7 in the box. They ran the zone 
play towards left end and Ellington hit the hole hard, bending it just slightly inside the corner's penetration down the line to reach the second level. He ran into his guard blocking 
the SLB  five yards downfield, but his pad level was good enough that he could use his outside arm to push through the contact and drive inside the block to get 10 yards down 
field. At that point, he cleared the block and make a strong cut outside the safety to the left flat for another 22 yards to the sideline with a WR leading the way. He stepped out 
of bounds when he saw the DB over top cutting off his angle. Good burst, pad level, lateral agility, and second gear. He scored on the next play, a 29-yard run on 1st and 10 with 
6:35 in the third quarter from an 11 personnel, 2x1 receiver shotgun set versus seven in the box on a run to left end behind his pulling guard. He got good blocks to seal the 
inside and he reached the cornerat the narrow side of the field  as he crossed the line of scrimmage. He hopped over a defender's attempt for his legs and hit the sideline wide 
open, using his speed to beat the DB around the corner for the first down and another 18 yards. He finished the run inside his WR's block, using good pad level and carrying the 
ball under his outside arm as he lowered his pads into the DB to cross the goal line for the score. Good finish.
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Ellington earned nine yards on the first play of the opening offensive series of the game with 14:55 in the first quarter on 1st and 10 from an 11 personnel, 1x2 receiver pistol 
set with the TE on the wing to the twin side versus a 4-3 with one safety deep. The QB motioned the single receiver to the backfield as a FB split to that narrow side with 
Ellington split behind the QB to the wide side nearly behind the wing TE. They ran a sweep to the narrow side with the LG, TE, and FB pulling to the corner. Ellington approached 
the corner at the outside hip of the TE and as soon as the TE made his blocked at the edge, Ellington dipped outside to the numbers, gave a shoulder inside to the wide receiver 
blocking in the flat on the CB to force the CB to react inside and then dipped outside the WR to get to the open flat. Patient running with good movement to set up the defense 
inside. He demonstrated strong acceleration around the corner for six yards and then finished the play by keeping his pads low so he could dip under some of the contact from 
the safety in backside pursuit. He gained nearly another four yards before the safety wrapped Ellington and forced the RB to the boundary. Good job carrying the ball under his 
left arm from beginning to end of the play. He gained three yards on the next play for a first down on 2nd and 1 with 14:30 in the first quarter from a 12 personnel twin receiver 
pistol versus a 4-3 with only seven defenders in the box. They ran a zone play with the exchange taking place towards LG, but Ellington immediately planted his left foot and 
looked for the backside cut near RG/RT. When he read the penetration coming within his first two steps in that direction, he dipped a step inside, ran through a hit to his shins at 
the line of scrimmage and got his pads low to fall forward and across the first down marker, carrying the ball with both arms. Ellington's first attempt of Clemson's second series 
went for no gain on 1st and 10 with 11:55 in the first quarter from an 11 personnel 2x1 receiver, shotgun set versus a 4-3 with seven in the box. The play was a shotgun sweep 
with both guards pulling to the twins side. Ellington  took a step inside the LG and towards the otuside hip of the RG pulling to the corner, but Ellington saw the helmet of the 
OLB inside the LG and dipped outside that LG. However, this allowed the safety to read Ellington and get outside the pullng RG to meet Ellington in the flat and force the RB to 
try to cut inside. The RB had no angle on the safety and slipped trying to cut inside. He fell forward to the line of scrimmage. Not sure Ellington can be faulted for his read of the 
OLB and bouncing the run outside, but his decision took away the pulling RG's opportunity to seal the second level and open this play for bigger things. Good job carrying the ball 
under his left arm.  Ellington's first carry of the third Clemson series was a a 2nd and 4 pass for a one-yard loss. Ellington was split to the wide side of the QB in the pistol as the 
single back in a 10 personnel 2x2 receiver set versus a 4-3.  The play was a swing pass thrown behind him. He had to turn all the way back to catch the ball and then spin back 
to the line of scrimmage to face the CB in the flat. He was five yards behind the line when he made the catch and he was hit in the legs four yards deep, falling forward and 
generously given another yard for what amounted to the loss. This pass could have been better placed. I think Ellington ran the route wide enough for the ball to arrive at a 
better spot. He did tuck the ball under his left arm. Ellington gained nine yards with 5:39 in the first quarter from am a 1x2 receiver, 11 personnel pistol. This time Ellington was 
to the single side of the QB and the TE was on the wing to the twins side. The sweep was behind the pulling LG moving to right end and the RB got a convoy of blocks to seal the 
edge with minimal penetration form the defense. Ellington did a good job working tight to the backs of the pulling blockers to reach the flat for his initial 4-5 yards. He earned 
the rest ducking his head and lowering his pads as he fell forward through hits by the CB and safety, carrying the ball under his sideline arm. Ellington gained four yards on a 1st 
and goal run from the six from an 11 personnel pistol set. The flanker motioned towards the formation to ghost a jet sweep as the QB gave the exchange to Ellington behind a 
line running power. The RB follwed the RG into the hole, reaching the line of scrimmage before colliding with penetrating defender working off the pulilng block. Ellington showed 
good pad level and bounced off the hit, keeping his legs moving and both arms around the ball to drive forward another three yards. Good second effort and technique. He scored 
on the next play, a 29-yard run on 1st and 10 with 6:35 in the third quarter from an 11 personnel, 2x1 receiver shotgun set versus seven in the box on a run to left end behind 
his pulling guard. He got good blocks to seal the inside and he reached the cornerat the narrow side of the field  as he crossed the line of scrimmage. He hopped over a 
defender's attempt for his legs and hit the sideline wide open, using his speed to beat the DB around the corner for the first down and another 18 yards. He finished the run 
inside his WR's block, using good pad level and carrying the ball under his outside arm as he lowered his pads into the DB to cross the goal line for the score. Good finish.
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Ellington earned nine yards on the first play of the opening offensive series of the game with 14:55 in the first quarter on 1st and 10 from an 11 personnel, 1x2 receiver pistol 
set with the TE on the wing to the twin side versus a 4-3 with one safety deep. The QB motioned the single receiver to the backfield as a FB split to that narrow side with 
Ellington split behind the QB to the wide side nearly behind the wing TE. They ran a sweep to the narrow side with the LG, TE, and FB pulling to the corner. Ellington approached 
the corner at the outside hip of the TE and as soon as the TE made his blocked at the edge, Ellington dipped outside to the numbers, gave a shoulder inside to the wide receiver 
blocking in the flat on the CB to force the CB to react inside and then dipped outside the WR to get to the open flat. Patient running with good movement to set up the defense 
inside. He demonstrated strong acceleration around the corner for six yards and then finished the play by keeping his pads low so he could dip under some of the contact from 
the safety in backside pursuit. He gained nearly another four yards before the safety wrapped Ellington and forced the RB to the boundary. He gained three yards on the next 
play for a first down on 2nd and 1 with 14:30 in the first quarter from a 12 personnel twin receiver pistol versus a 4-3 with only seven defenders in the box. They ran a zone play 
with the exchange taking place towards LG, but Ellington immediately planted his left foot and looked for the backside cut near RG/RT. When he read the penetration coming 
within his first two steps in that direction, he dipped a step inside, ran through a hit to his shins at the line of scrimmage and got his pads low to fall forward and across the first 
down marker, carrying the ball with both arms. Ellington's first attempt of Clemson's second series went for no gain on 1st and 10 with 11:55 in the first quarter from an 11 
personnel 2x1 receiver, shotgun set versus a 4-3 with seven in the box. The play was a shotgun sweep with both guards pulling to the twins side. Ellington  took a step inside the 
LG and towards the otuside hip of the RG pulling to the corner, but Ellington saw the helmet of the OLB inside the LG and dipped outside that LG. However, this allowed the 
safety to read Ellington and get outside the pullng RG to meet Ellington in the flat and force the RB to try to cut inside. The RB had no angle on the safety and slipped trying to 
cut inside. He fell forward to the line of scrimmage. Not sure Ellington can be faulted for his read of the OLB and bouncing the run outside, but his decision took away the pulling 
RG's opportunity to seal the second level and open this play for bigger things. Good job carrying the ball under his left arm.  Ellington gained 32 yards on a 2nd and 10 run from 
the Clemson two with 6:40 in the half. The offense ran the ball from an 11 personnel 2x1 receiver pistol versus a 4-3 with 7 in the box. They ran the zone play towards left end 
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and Ellington hit the hole hard, bending it just slightly inside the corner's penetration down the line to reach the second level. He ran into his guard blocking the SLB  five yards 
downfield, but his pad level was good enough that he could use his outside arm to push through the contact and drive inside the block to get 10 yards down field. At that point, 
he cleared the block and make a strong cut outside the safety to the left flat for another 22 yards to the sideline with a WR leading the way. He stepped out of bounds when he 
saw the DB over top cutting off his angle. Good burst, pad level, lateral agility, and second gear. The first cut on this play was sudden and explosive. This is the type of 
decisiveness he needs to show in tighter quarters, too. Ellington's next attempt was a 13-yard run to begin the second half from a 1x2 receiver, 11 personnel pistol with 14:06 in 
the third quarter versus a 4-3 with eight in the box. This was a power play with the RG pulling left and Ellington working inside the block and behind his wing back to get up the 
midddle and cut the play down hill through a huge gap in the middle of the field. This play looked designed to go outside, but Ellington was quick enough to avoid colliding with 
the pulling guard and worked inside to find the huge open area. He got the first down and lowered his pads to split some of the contact of the safety over top and the DB coming 
from the left side, falling forward another three yards.
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Ellington gained four yards on a 1st and goal run from the six from an 11 personnel pistol set. The flanker motioned towards the formation to ghost a jet sweep as the QB gave 
the exchange to Ellington behind a line running power. The RB follwed the RG into the hole, reaching the line of scrimmage before colliding with penetrating defender working off 
the pulilng block. Ellington showed good pad level and bounced off the hit, keeping his legs moving and both arms around the ball to drive forward another three yards. Good 
second effort and technique.  Ellington gained 32 yards on a 2nd and 10 run from the Clemson two with 6:40 in the half. The offense ran the ball from an 11 personnel 2x1 
receiver pistol versus a 4-3 with 7 in the box. They ran the zone play towards left end and Ellington hit the hole hard, bending it just slightly inside the corner's penetration down 
the line to reach the second level. He ran into his guard blocking the SLB  five yards downfield, but his pad level was good enough that he could use his outside arm to push 
through the contact and drive inside the block to get 10 yards down field. At that point, he cleared the block and make a strong cut outside the safety to the left flat for another 
22 yards to the sideline with a WR leading the way. He stepped out of bounds when he saw the DB over top cutting off his angle. Good burst, pad level, lateral agility, and 
second gear.
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Ellington earned nine yards on the first play of the opening offensive series of the game with 14:55 in the first quarter on 1st and 10 from an 11 personnel, 1x2 receiver pistol 
set with the TE on the wing to the twin side versus a 4-3 with one safety deep. The QB motioned the single receiver to the backfield as a FB split to that narrow side with 
Ellington split behind the QB to the wide side nearly behind the wing TE. They ran a sweep to the narrow side with the LG, TE, and FB pulling to the corner. Ellington approached 
the corner at the outside hip of the TE and as soon as the TE made his blocked at the edge, Ellington dipped outside to the numbers, gave a shoulder inside to the wide receiver 
blocking in the flat on the CB to force the CB to react inside and then dipped outside the WR to get to the open flat. Patient running with good movement to set up the defense 
inside. He demonstrated strong acceleration around the corner for six yards and then finished the play by keeping his pads low so he could dip under some of the contact from 
the safety in backside pursuit. He gained nearly another four yards before the safety wrapped Ellington and forced the RB to the boundary. Ellington gained nine yards with 5:39 
in the first quarter from am a 1x2 receiver, 11 personnel pistol. This time Ellington was to the single side of the QB and the TE was on the wing to the twins side. The sweep was 
behind the pulling LG moving to right end and the RB got a convoy of blocks to seal the edge with minimal penetration form the defense. Ellington did a good job working tight to 
the backs of the pulling blockers to reach the flat for his initial 4-5 yards. He earned the rest ducking his head and lowering his pads as he fell forward through hits by the CB and 
safety, carrying the ball under his sideline arm.  Ellington gained 32 yards on a 2nd and 10 run from the Clemson two with 6:40 in the half. The offense ran the ball from an 11 
personnel 2x1 receiver pistol versus a 4-3 with 7 in the box. They ran the zone play towards left end and Ellington hit the hole hard, bending it just slightly inside the corner's 
penetration down the line to reach the second level. He ran into his guard blocking the SLB  five yards downfield, but his pad level was good enough that he could use his outside 
arm to push through the contact and drive inside the block to get 10 yards down field. At that point, he cleared the block and make a strong cut outside the safety to the left flat 
for another 22 yards to the sideline with a WR leading the way. He stepped out of bounds when he saw the DB over top cutting off his angle. Good burst, pad level, lateral agility, 
and second gear. Ellington's next attempt was a 13-yard run to begin the second half from a 1x2 receiver, 11 personnel pistol with 14:06 in the third quarter versus a 4-3 with 
eight in the box. This was a power play with the RG pulling left and Ellington working inside the block and behind his wing back to get up the midddle and cut the play down hill 
through a huge gap in the middle of the field. This play looked designed to go outside, but Ellington was quick enough to avoid colliding with the pulling guard and worked inside 
to find the huge open area. He got the first down and lowered his pads to split some of the contact of the safety over top and the DB coming from the left side, falling forward 
another three yards. He scored on the next play, a 29-yard run on 1st and 10 with 6:35 in the third quarter from an 11 personnel, 2x1 receiver shotgun set versus seven in the 
box on a run to left end behind his pulling guard. He got good blocks to seal the inside and he reached the cornerat the narrow side of the field  as he crossed the line of 
scrimmage. He hopped over a defender's attempt for his legs and hit the sideline wide open, using his speed to beat the DB around the corner for the first down and another 18 
yards. He finished the run inside his WR's block, using good pad level and carrying the ball under his outside arm as he lowered his pads into the DB to cross the goal line for the 
score. Good finish.
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On a 3rd and 10 pass to TE Dwayne Allen up the left sideline for a touchdown with 11:27 in the first quarter, Ellington did a good job of working across the formation from the 
right flank of the QB in the shotgun to the left side of the line to pick up the blitzing strong side LB. Ellington did a good job working to that side, squaring his feet, and delivering 
an uppercut with both hands to the chest of the defender, bringing the LB to a standstill. Ellington completed a play fake of a zone fake to the right side on 1st and 10 with 14:37 
in the half and then set up at the right side to help his RG and RT. However as the DE worked free to the inside Ellington didn't move well enough to slide across and deliver a 
hit. This gave the defender a free lane to force the QB further outside and throw the ball away. Ellington was willing to block, but just not good enough with his footwork to stay 
square and get in position at the same time. He did a better job of sliding across to the right side and getting his hands on the DL penetrating on the next play, a 2nd and 10 
with 14:32 in the half. However, he was still a half-beat late with the adjustment and didn't get a complete shot on the defender. Fortunately the QB was not in the path of the 
DL. Good job stepping up to the LB and delivering a punch with his pads square on 3rd and 12 with 6:00 in the half.
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Ellington earned nine yards on the first play of the opening offensive series of the game with 14:55 in the first quarter on 1st and 10 from an 11 personnel, 1x2 receiver pistol 
set with the TE on the wing to the twin side versus a 4-3 with one safety deep. The QB motioned the single receiver to the backfield as a FB split to that narrow side with 
Ellington split behind the QB to the wide side nearly behind the wing TE. They ran a sweep to the narrow side with the LG, TE, and FB pulling to the corner. Ellington approached 
the corner at the outside hip of the TE and as soon as the TE made his blocked at the edge, Ellington dipped outside to the numbers, gave a shoulder inside to the wide receiver 
blocking in the flat on the CB to force the CB to react inside and then dipped outside the WR to get to the open flat. Patient running with good movement to set up the defense 
inside. He demonstrated strong acceleration around the corner for six yards and then finished the play by keeping his pads low so he could dip under some of the contact from 
the safety in backside pursuit. He gained nearly another four yards before the safety wrapped Ellington and forced the RB to the boundary. He gained three yards on the next 
play for a first down on 2nd and 1 with 14:30 in the first quarter from a 12 personnel twin receiver pistol versus a 4-3 with only seven defenders in the box. They ran a zone play 
with the exchange taking place towards LG, but Ellington immediately planted his left foot and looked for the backside cut near RG/RT. When he read the penetration coming 
within his first two steps in that direction, he dipped a step inside, ran through a hit to his shins at the line of scrimmage and got his pads low to fall forward and across the first 
down marker, carrying the ball with both arms. Two plays later, Ellington rushed on a QB draw from a trips formation Wildcat power play to the trips side. He ws impatient with 
the development of his lead block from the pulling RG and tried to cut the play up the middle and he was run down by the backside defender coming down the line in pursuit, 
only gaining a yard. If he works outside the pulling guard, he earns at leas a yard, probably 3-5. Ellington also dipped the run inside and barrelled into his own lineman, which 
forced him to turn his back to the line of scrimmage and keep his feet moving to get whatever he could by pushing his linemen. Not a good decision. Ellington's first attempt of 
Clemson's second series went for no gain on 1st and 10 with 11:55 in the first quarter from an 11 personnel 2x1 receiver, shotgun set versus a 4-3 with seven in the box. The 
play was a shotgun sweep with both guards pulling to the twins side. Ellington  took a step inside the LG and towards the otuside hip of the RG pulling to the corner, but 
Ellington saw the helmet of the OLB inside the LG and dipped outside that LG. However, this allowed the safety to read Ellington and get outside the pullng RG to meet Ellington 
in the flat and force the RB to try to cut inside. The RB had no angle on the safety and slipped trying to cut inside. He fell forward to the line of scrimmage. Not sure Ellington can 
be faulted for his read of the OLB and bouncing the run outside, but his decision took away the pulling RG's opportunity to seal the second level and open this play for bigger 
things. Good job carrying the ball under his left arm. Ellington lost another yard on a 1st and 10 run in the third series with 6:50 in the first quarter from the same 21 personnel, 
twin receiver pistol formation used on the first play of the game. This was another power sweep to the left end. This time the Va. Tech SLB read it all the way and met Ellington 
at the line of scrimmage near the corner unblocked. Ellington was forced try a stop-start/inside-out juke of the SLB three yards behind the line of scrimmage. He ran through the 
wrap of the SLB, but the time it took to do so invited three more defenders to converge on the area and Ellington had to fall forward to the line of scrimmage to get what he 
could. I would say Ellington wasn't actually forced to make this juke. In fact he probably would have been better served to run with more determination and not dance. He might 
have gained postiive yards, maybe even broken the tackle for a bigger gain. Two plays later, Ellington gained three yards up the middle on 3rd and 1 with 6:07 in the first 
quarter for the first down from a 12 personnel twin receiver pistol on a zone play up the middle. Ellington hit the hole inside the double-team of the C-RG without hesitation and 
gained the first down. Good decision and explosion with decent pad level. On the next play, Ellington gained nine yards with 5:39 in the first quarter from am a 1x2 receiver, 11 
personnel pistol. This time Ellington was to the single side of the QB and the TE was on the wing to the twins side. The sweep was behind the pulling LG moving to right end and 
the RB got a convoy of blocks to seal the edge with minimal penetration form the defense. Ellington did a good job working tight to the backs of the pulling blockers to reach the 
flat for his initial 4-5 yards. He earned the rest ducking his head and lowering his pads as he fell forward through hits by the CB and safety, carrying the ball under his sideline 
arm. However, on the next two plays, Ellington could not gain a yard up the middle. The first was a 2nd and 1 with 5:09 in the first quarter from an 11 personnel pistol. His C-RG 
double-teamed the DT and the TE on the wing worked to the backside of left end to cut the edge defender. Ellington took the ball toward the double-team, but penetration from 
the MLB foiled the blocking up the middle and Ellington cut the play to the backside behind the TE. However, Ellington tripped over the legs of the OLB getting cut by the TE and 
fell just a foot shy of the first down marker. Good decision, but not great execution. On 3rd and 1, Ellington attempted to earn the first down from a 12 personnel twin receiver 
pistol with 4:34 in the first quarter. The defensive line slanted to the right and forced Ellington to work to the backside of the blocking, but all the gaps will filled. This wasn't a 
bad decision by Spiller. The line did not execute well in short yardage to open a gap. He got his pads low, but wasn't strong enough to run through the hit and wrap. Ellington's 
next carry was a one-yard gain on 1st and 10 with 12:01 in the half - the fifth series of the game for the Clemson offense. The offense was in a 12 personnel pistol with twin 
receivers to the weak side and a wing TE over the RG of that twin side. Ellington tried to work inside his RG who slanted inside and turned the penetrating DL away from the play 
just long enough to create an initial opening. Howver that DL spun around and wrapped Ellington at the legs as the RB tried to shoot through the crease. Ellington was wrapped 
at the line of scrimmage and fell forward for a yard. Three plays later, he gained two yards on 2nd and 1 with 11:03 in the half from an 11 peronnel 1x2 receiver shotgun set. 
Ellington was on the singler receiver side of the QB and the TE on the wing was on the twin receiver side over the LT. Ellnigton ran power behind the pulling RG to left end, but 
did not show enough patience with the pulilng guard to allow the block to get set up. Ellington ran too wide of the guard and ran into the defnder a yard behind the line of 
scrimmage. He had good pad level to keep his legs moving and gain two yards after the wrap for the first down. A decisive run, but not great patience on the play. However in 
short yardage, it's difficult to say it was a bad decision. Four plays later, Ellington gained four yards on a 1st and goal run from the six from an 11 personnel pistol set. The 
flanker motioned towards the formation to ghost a jet sweep as the QB gave the exchange to Ellington behind a line running power. The RB follwed the RG into the hole, 
reaching the line of scrimmage before colliding with penetrating defender working off the pulilng block. Ellington showed good pad level and bounced off the hit, keeping his legs 
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moving and both arms around the ball to drive forward another three yards. Good second effort and technique. Ellington gained 32 yards on a 2nd and 10 run from the Clemson 
two with 6:40 in the half. The offense ran the ball from an 11 personnel 2x1 receiver pistol versus a 4-3 with 7 in the box. They ran the zone play towards left end and Ellington 
hit the hole hard, bending it just slightly inside the corner's penetration down the line to reach the second level. He ran into his guard blocking the SLB  five yards downfield, but 
his pad level was good enough that he could use his outside arm to push through the contact and drive inside the block to get 10 yards down field. At that point, he cleared the 
block and make a strong cut outside the safety to the left flat for another 22 yards to the sideline with a WR leading the way. He stepped out of bounds when he saw the DB over 
top cutting off his angle. Good burst, pad level, lateral agility, and second gear. Ellington's next attempt was a 13-yard run to begin the second half from a 1x2 receiver, 11 
personnel pistol with 14:06 in the third quarter versus a 4-3 with eight in the box. This was a power play with the RG pulling left and Ellington working inside the block and 
behind his wing back to get up the midddle and cut the play down hill through a huge gap in the middle of the field. This play looked designed to go outside, but Ellington was 
quick enough to avoid colliding with the pulling guard and worked inside to find the huge open area. He got the first down and lowered his pads to split some of the contact of the 
safety over top and the DB coming from the left side, falling forward another three yards. He also did a good job reading the penetration from the outside to make the sharp cut 
inside. They tried a counter play from the Wildcat, but the outside penetration to the play side forced him down for a loss in the backfield - a loss of six on this 1sta nd 10 play 
with 13:14 in the third quarter. Ellington's next carry was a 2nd and 10 run for 12 yards with 6:49 in the third quarter from a 1x2 receiver, 11 personnel pistol play froonm a 
zone, finding the RG opening a huge lane with a blocking to the inside to seal the lane initially created by a C-LG double team. Ellington burst through the huge hole earned 10 
and then fell forward through a wrap for another two. He scored on the next play, a 29-yard run on 1st and 10 with 6:35 in the third quarter from an 11 personnel, 2x1 receiver 
shotgun set versus seven in the box on a run to left end behind his pulling guard. He got good blocks to seal the inside and he reached the cornerat the narrow side of the field  
as he crossed the line of scrimmage. He hopped over a defender's attempt for his legs and hit the sideline wide open, using his speed to beat the DB around the corner for the 
first down and another 18 yards. He finished the run inside his WR's block, using good pad level and carrying the ball under his outside arm as he lowered his pads into the DB to 
cross the goal line for the score. Good finish. On the following series, he gained 10 yards on 1st and 10 with 1:32 in the third quarter from a 2x1 receiver, 11 personnel pistol 
versus six in the box. This was a zone play that he took to left end but with more of a down hill angle around the wing, showing good burst and then turning his pads inside a hit 
at the second level to nearly run through the grasp for a bigger gain as he fell forward for the first down. On the next play, he gained five yards from the same formation, but on 
a power play behind LG pulilng to RG. Good burst and a nice hole for the yardage. His final carryw as a 1st and oal power sweep to left end but the penetration forced him inside 
and for a loss of a yard early in the fourth quarter.
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 Ellington's first carry of the third Clemson series was a a 2nd and 4 pass for a one-yard loss. Ellington was split to the wide side of the QB in the pistol as the single back in a 
10 personnel 2x2 receiver set versus a 4-3.  The play was a swing pass thrown behind him. He had to turn all the way back to catch the ball and then spin back to the line of 
scrimmage to face the CB in the flat. He was five yards behind the line when he made the catch and he was hit in the legs four yards deep, falling forward and generously given 
another yard for what amounted to the loss. This pass could have been better placed. I think Ellington ran the route wide enough for the ball to arrive at a better spot. He did 
tuck the ball under his left arm. He caught the ball close to his body, but with his hands. Ellington lost four yards on a 2nd and 11 pass with 4:38 in the half from a 2x2 
receiver, 10 personnel shotgun set. Ellington caught the swing pass I the left flat that was thrown a little behind him and had to face down two defender at the line of 
scrimmage from his reception point of six yards in the backfield. He tried to dip outside the CB, but was hit and wrapped for the loss of four. Not much he could do on this play, 
poor decision to throw the ball.
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Name: Andre Ellington

Height: 5-9 

Weight: 199

School Clemson

Year: Senior

Date: 12/31/2012

Opponent: LSU

Score: 25-34

Location: Atlanta

Surface Field Turf

Climate: Dome

Temp.: Temperate

The Rookie Scouting Portfolio Running Back Scouting Checklist

Overall Score: 84

Power Score 12Balance Score 3

BHandling Scor 11

Speed Score 13

Vision Score 18

Elusiveness Scor 13

Blocking Scor 3

Receiving and Routes Scor 7

Durability Score 4

Attempts: 11

Rush Yd 50

1st Downs 2

Rush Td 0

Target: 1

Rec: 1

Rec Yds 35

Rec Tds 0

Fumbles 1

Broken Tackles 1

BLKs Assigne 5

BLKs Made 1

Game Stats Category Score

Leg Power, drives through arm tackles - 3pts: No

Effective stiff arm - 1pt: No

Initiates contact and punishes defenders - 1pt: No

Runs behind pads/Good pad level - 5 pts: Yes

Second effort runner/Keeps legs moving - 7pts: Yes

Lower body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Upper body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Avoids direct shots - 7pts: Yes

Can strings moves together in space - 1pt: Yes

Can make sharp lateral cuts - 3pts: Yes

Maintains footing when making cuts - 3pts: Yes

Maintains balance when hit head-on - 3pts: No

Balance when hit from an indirect angle -2pts: No

Carries ball with correct arm - 1pt: Yes

Demonstrates ball security - 3pts: Yes

Maintains control of ball when hit - 7pts: Yes

Effective short area burst - 7pts: Yes

Separates from 1st  2nd level defenders - 3pts: Yes

Separates from defensive backs - 1pt: Yes

Speed to turn the corner on outside runs - 2pts: Yes

Good decisions - 7pts: Yes

Patience - 7pts: Yes

Good line reads  anticipates defense - 3pts: Yes

Good angles in the open field - 1pt: Yes

Correct diagnosis of blocking assignments - 2pts: Yes

Effective cut blocking technique - 1pt: No

Good hand placement on stand up blocks - 1pt: No

Can deliver a punch on stand up blocks - 1pt: No

Mirrors/moves feet on stand up blocks - 1pt: Yes

Catches ball with proper hands technique--2pts: Yes

Can make difficult catch--1pt: No

Catches ball w/back to the quarterback--1pt: Yes

Used in the intermediate/deep passing game--1pt: Yes

A consistent target in the passing game--1pt: Yes

Consistent receptions on catchable passes--2pts Yes

Missed fewer than 10% of opportunities to play thus far in college career--2pts: No

Without chronic injuries throughout college career (Two or more injuries to same body part)--2pts: Yes

Without injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation during college career--2pts: Yes

Power Elusiveness

Balance Ball Handling

Speed Vision

Receiving Blocking

Durability
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He’s  a  very  savvy  runner.  One  of  the  more  savvy  I’ve  seen  in  terms  of  pressing  and  cutting  back  as  well  as  the  open  field.  He  has  excellent  lateral  agility,  good  -  if  not  great  -  
speed and quickness, and he has good hands. Ellington has the skill to become a change of pace, situational NFL runner. He'd be best used on draw plays, outside zone, sweeps, 
pitches, and screen plays. I think his upside is more limited than C.J. Spiller or Reggie Bush, but he's along that spectrum of player.
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His pass protection needs a ton of work. He diagnosis plays well enough, but he telegraphs blocks by lowering his head into contact rather than extending his arms into a punch 
and keeping his head up and eyes forward. He isn't a powerful runner and he has to use every ounce of technique to get minimal yards after contact.
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Ellington’s  first  carry  was  a  three-yard  gain  on  1st  and  10  from  the  Clemson  25  from  a  double  wing  weak  side  twin  pistol  set  versus  a  4-3.  They  ran  a  power  sweep  to  left  end  
behind a pulling guard and pulling wing back. Ellington tried to set up the outside blocks by approaching the LOS to the inside of those pullers then making an outside-inside juke 
to set up the pulling wing back, but had to settle for three by lowering his pads and bouncing off the wing back through the hole just to get past the line of scrimmage. Decent 
pad  level  and  agility  there.  Ellington’s  next  carry  was  a  three-yard  gain  on  2nd  and  2  for  a  first  down  with  10:59  in  the  first  quarter  fro  a  1x2  receiver,  20  personnel  pistol  set.  
They  ran  a  trap  play  to  RG  and  Ellington  pressed  the  guard’s  trap  block  outside  before  cutting  back  to  the  middle.  There  was  no  room  in  the  middle,  but  he  managed  to  get  his  
pads low and keep his legs moving so he could squirt under the pile and fall forward for the first down. A mature run. Ellington was held to no gain on 1st and 10 from the CLEM 
13 with 13:08 in the half from a 20 personnel offset pistol zone play that was foiled by the DE crossing the face of the LT and meeting Ellington nearly flush a yard behind the 
LOS. Ellington greeted the hit with his pads low and kept his legs moving to at least get back to the line of scrimmage. Ellington gained seven yards on a 1st and 10 run form the 
CLEM 10 with 5:01 in the half from a 2x1 receiver, 20 perosnnel offset pistol. This was a zone run where he pressed to LG, and about half way to the LOS he cut back to RG and 
made a second move to get down hill and inside the safety so that when he crossed the LOS he could accelerate past the angle of the DB, running through the ankle wrap four 
yards down field. He gained three more and collided with the LB over top and was dropped at the point of collision after trying to spin inside the hit and wrap. He gained 12 and a 
first down on a 2nd and 11 run with 3:59 in the half from a 3x2 empty shotgun set. He was the slot receiver on the twin side before the snap and motioned behind the QB and to 
the opposite flat to catch a swing pass seven yards behind the LOS at the right hash. He caught the ball at hip level with his hands near his back leg and picked up two strong 
blockes to seal crease inside and outside near the numbers. He burst to the LOS, bent the run inside a step to set up the DB about seven yatrds down field and then juked 
outside. This freezed the DB and ruined his angle. Ellington got to the sideline and gained another five for the first down-twisting through a wrap to his ankles to fall across the 
marker  at  the  sideline  .  Great  set  up  of  the  defender  in  the  open  field.  He’s  a  very  savvy  runner.  One  of  the  more  savvy  I’ve  seen  in  terms  of  pressing  and  cutting  back  as  well  as  
the open field. His final carry was a one-yard gain on 1st and 10 from the LCEM 46 with 2:45 in the third qquarter from a 2x1 receiver, 11 personnel pistol off LG. Nothing was 
there, but he got his pads low and worked down hill to get a yard by pushing forward. A mature run in this instance.
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Ellington gained eight yards on 1st and 10 from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel pistol with 10:26 in the first quarter. They ran power to LG and he bounced it to the left end with 
two good blocks to seal the inside and the edge. He demonstrated good burst around the corner and downhill before trying a an inside-outside juke on the safety in the flat about 
six yards down field, finishing the move with an attempt to hurdle the defender, but that defender knocked Ellington to the ground. Good job carrying the ball under his left arm 
up the left sideline on this play. Ellington lost a fumble on a 1s tand 10 run from the CLEM 21 with 7:45 in the third quarter rom a 1x2 receiver, 20 personnel shotgun  set. They 
ran a power sweep to left end with the outside receiver ghosting behind the QB in the opposite direction. He pressed the outside shoulder of the pulling guard as they reached 
the numbers of the left flat and then cut behind the blocker, getting down hill and his pads low to work six yards down field, get wrapped and then fall forward. However the 
defender over top punched the ball lose as Ellington was falling ad LSU recovered.  The ball was held high and tight, but the strip location was perfect, reaching into back point of 
the ball and prying it loose as the runner fell in the opposite direction. This was a great strip rather than careless ball security.
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Ellington’s  first  carry  was  a  three-yard  gain  on  1st  and  10  from  the  Clemson  25  from  a  double  wing  weak  side  twin  pistol  set  versus  a  4-3.  They  ran  a  power  sweep  to  left  end  
behind a pulling guard and pulling wing back. Ellington tried to set up the outside blocks by approaching the LOS to the inside of those pullers then making an outside-inside juke 
to set up the pulling wing back, but had to settle for three by lowering his pads and bouncing off the wing back through the hole just to get past the line of scrimmage. Decent 
pad  level  and  agility  there.  Ellington’s  next  touch  was  a  10-yard  gain  on  3rd  and  7  from  the  Clem  28  with  13:12  in  the  first  quarter  from  a  3x1  receiver,  10  perosnnel  pistol.  
Ellington released through the LOS off LG and worked up the left hash, catching the ball placed high and away from his body about four yards down field. Good job extending his 
arms for the ball over his outside shoulder while airborne. He had a DB in the middle of the field about three yards over top coming at him and Ellington landed, made a quick 
stutter  and  worked  inside  the  defender  with  enough  quickness  that  the  DB  didn’t  even  lay  a  hand  on  him.  He  got  the  first  down  and  then  tried  to  set  up  the  next  DB  coming  from  
the outside about three yards over top. He slipped while trying to cut underneath the defender to reach the flat. Ellington gained eight yards on 1st and 10 from a 2x2 receiver, 
10 personnel pistol with 10:26 in the first quarter. They ran power to LG and he bounced it to the left end with two good blocks to seal the inside and the edge. He demonstrated 
good burst around the corner and downhill before trying a an inside-outside juke on the safety in the flat about six yards down field, finishing the move with an attempt to hurdle 
the defender, but that defender knocked Ellington to the ground. Good job carrying the ball under his left arm up the left sideline on this play. Ellington gained four yards on a 
1st and 10 run with 4:38 in the first quarter from a 1x3 receiver, 10 personnel pistol. The play was a zone run off RG where he pressed inside the RG, bent to the outside 
shoulder  of  the  RG  and  then  dipped  away  from  the  DE  working  inside  the  RT  with  a  lateral  cut  to  the  inside  shoulder  of  the  RG  to  gain  four.  One  of  the  prettier  four-yard  runs  I’ve  
seen. Ellington gained three yards on a 1st and 10 run with 8:55 in the half from the CLEM 30 from a 3x1 receiver set as the QB on the counter play keeper. He did a nice job of 
dipping inside his pulling blockers and getting under the defense for a quick three yards. Ellington gained seven yards on a 1st and 10 run form the CLEM 10 with 5:01 in the half 
from a 2x1 receiver, 20 perosnnel offset pistol. This was a zone run where he pressed to LG, and about half way to the LOS he cut back to RG and made a second move to get 
down hill and inside the safety so that when he crossed the LOS he could accelerate past the angle of the DB, running through the ankle wrap four yards down field. He gained 
three more and collided with the LB over top and was dropped at the point of collision after trying to spin inside the hit and wrap. He gained 12 and a first down on a 2nd and 11 
run with 3:59 in the half from a 3x2 empty shotgun set. He was the slot receiver on the twin side before the snap and motioned behind the QB and to the opposite flat to catch a 
swing pass seven yards behind the LOS at the right hash. He caught the ball at hip level with his hands near his back leg and picked up two strong blockes to seal crease inside 
and outside near the numbers. He burst to the LOS, bent the run inside a step to set up the DB about seven yatrds down field and then juked outside. This freezed the DB and 
ruined his angle. Ellington got to the sideline and gained another five for the first down-twisting through a wrap to his ankles to fall across the marker at the sideline . Great set 
up  of  the  defender  in  the  open  field.  He’s  a  very  savvy  runner.  One  of  the  more  savvy  I’ve  seen  in  terms  of  pressing  and  cutting  back  as  well  as  the  open  field.  Ellington  gained  
two yards on a 1st and 10 run from the CLEM 16 with 14:40 in the third quarter from a 2x1 receiver, 20 personnel offset pistol. Ellington ran a zone read, pressed the run to the 
outside shoulder of C and then made a sharp lateral cut to the inside shoulder to avoid the penetration and get positive yards.
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Ellington’s  next  carry  was  a  three-yard  gain  on  2nd  and  2  for  a  first  down  with  10:59  in  the  first  quarter  fro  a  1x2  receiver,  20  personnel  pistol  set.  They  ran  a  trap  play  to  RG  
and  Ellington  pressed  the  guard’s  trap  block  outside  before  cutting  back  to  the  middle.  There  was  no  room  in  the  middle,  but  he  managed  to  get  his  pads  low  and  keep  his  legs  
moving so he could squirt under the pile and fall forward for the first down. A mature run. Ellington was held to no gain on 1st and 10 from the CLEM 13 with 13:08 in the half 
from a 20 personnel offset pistol zone play that was foiled by the DE crossing the face of the LT and meeting Ellington nearly flush a yard behind the LOS. Ellington greeted the 
hit with his pads low and kept his legs moving to at least get back to the line of scrimmage.
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Ellington’s  first  carry  was  a  three-yard  gain  on  1st  and  10  from  the  Clemson  25  from  a  double  wing  weak  side  twin  pistol  set  versus  a  4-3.  They  ran  a  power  sweep  to  left  end  
behind a pulling guard and pulling wing back. Ellington tried to set up the outside blocks by approaching the LOS to the inside of those pullers then making an outside-inside juke 
to set up the pulling wing back, but had to settle for three by lowering his pads and bouncing off the wing back through the hole just to get past the line of scrimmage. Decent 
pad  level  and  agility  there.  Ellington’s  next  touch  was  a  10-yard  gain  on  3rd  and  7  from  the  Clem  28  with  13:12  in  the  first  quarter  from  a  3x1  receiver,  10  perosnnel  pistol.  
Ellington released through the LOS off LG and worked up the left hash, catching the ball placed high and away from his body about four yards down field. Good job extending his 
arms for the ball over his outside shoulder while airborne. He had a DB in the middle of the field about three yards over top coming at him and Ellington landed, made a quick 
stutter  and  worked  inside  the  defender  with  enough  quickness  that  the  DB  didn’t  even  lay  a  hand  on  him.  He  got  the  first  down  and  then  tried  to  set  up  the  next  DB  coming  from  
the outside about three yards over top. He slipped while trying to cut underneath the defender to reach the flat. Ellington gained eight yards on 1st and 10 from a 2x2 receiver, 
10 personnel pistol with 10:26 in the first quarter. They ran power to LG and he bounced it to the left end with two good blocks to seal the inside and the edge. He demonstrated 
good burst around the corner and downhill before trying a an inside-outside juke on the safety in the flat about six yards down field, finishing the move with an attempt to hurdle 
the defender, but that defender knocked Ellington to the ground. Good job carrying the ball under his left arm up the left sideline on this play. Ellington gained four yards on a 
1st and 10 run with 4:38 in the first quarter from a 1x3 receiver, 10 personnel pistol. The play was a zone run off RG where he pressed inside the RG, bent to the outside 
shoulder  of  the  RG  and  then  dipped  away  from  the  DE  working  inside  the  RT  with  a  lateral  cut  to  the  inside  shoulder  of  the  RG  to  gain  four.  One  of  the  prettier  four-yard  runs  I’ve  
seen.
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Ellington was the lead blocker at the edge on a fly sweek on 1st and 10 with 7:39 in the first quarter. He did a poor job of blocking because he dropped his head and telegraphed 
his hit. The defender was able to sidestep much of the attempt by working inside and making the wrap of the runner. Ellington had to keep his head up when he blocks. Ellington 
once again dropped his head while attempt to pass protect the edge on a 1st and 10 swing pass with 3:54 in the first quarter and the blitzing CB was able to read it and dip 
inside  the  effort.  Ellington  didn’t  have  much  of  a  chance  to  block  the  DE  stunting  un  blocked  through  the  gap  off  RG  because  the  pressure  arrived  while  he  was  still  acting  out  a  
zone read with the QB. All he could do was dive for the DE and try to push the defender away from the QB but the DE already wrapped the QB for the sack with 3:39 in the first 
quarter on this 1st and 10 play. He telegraphed a cut block at the left edge on a 2nd and 10 pass with 12:11 in the half, but at least he worked across the body of the defender 
to  get  to  the  outside  leg.  It  didn’t  drop  the  DE  but  it  did  give  the  QB  just  enough  time  to  deliver  the  ball  to  the  left  flat.  Ellington  could  have  set  up  the  angle  a  little  better  by  
working towards the LOS and funneling the DE outside before engaging the defender, but he waited until the DE constricted the pocket and then tried to cut. He caught a 
defender  coming  off  RG  on  2nd  and  16  and  didn’t  anchor  or  deliver  the  punch  with  0:25  in  the  half  and  thsat  pressured  forced  the  QB  oto  is  left  and  to  throw  the  ball  away.  He  
has to work on delivering a punch, keeping his head up, and generating a more favorable angle to attack the defender. He did manage a cut block off the right edge on 2nd and 
10 with 2:00 in the third quarter. Good job waiting until the last second to work to across the body to the outside leg of the OLB to drop the defender long enough for ht eQB to 
climb and escape the pocket.
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Ellington’s  first  carry  was  a  three-yard  gain  on  1st  and  10  from  the  Clemson  25  from  a  double  wing  weak  side  twin  pistol  set  versus  a  4-3.  They  ran  a  power  sweep  to  left  end  
behind a pulling guard and pulling wing back. Ellington tried to set up the outside blocks by approaching the LOS to the inside of those pullers then making an outside-inside juke 
to set up the pulling wing back, but had to settle for three by lowering his pads and bouncing off the wing back through the hole just to get past the line of scrimmage. Decent 
pad  level  and  agility  there.  Ellington’s  next  touch  was  a  10-yard  gain  on  3rd  and  7  from  the  Clem  28  with  13:12  in  the  first  quarter  from  a  3x1  receiver,  10  perosnnel  pistol.  
Ellington released through the LOS off LG and worked up the left hash, catching the ball placed high and away from his body about four yards down field. Good job extending his 
arms for the ball over his outside shoulder while airborne. He had a DB in the middle of the field about three yards over top coming at him and Ellington landed, made a quick 
stutter  and  worked  inside  the  defender  with  enough  quickness  that  the  DB  didn’t  even  lay  a  hand  on  him.  He  got  the  first  down  and  then  tried  to  set  up  the  next  DB  coming  from  
the  outside  about  three  yards  over  top.  He  slipped  while  trying  to  cut  underneath  the  defender  to  reach  the  flat.  Ellington’s  next  carry  was  a  three-yard  gain  on  2nd  and  2  for  a  
first  down  with  10:59  in  the  first  quarter  fro  a  1x2  receiver,  20  personnel  pistol  set.  They  ran  a  trap  play  to  RG  and  Ellington  pressed  the  guard’s  trap  block  outside  before  cutting  
back to the middle. There was no room in the middle, but he managed to get his pads low and keep his legs moving so he could squirt under the pile and fall forward for the first 
down. A mature run. Ellington gained eight yards on 1st and 10 from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel pistol with 10:26 in the first quarter. They ran power to LG and he bounced it 
to the left end with two good blocks to seal the inside and the edge. He demonstrated good burst around the corner and downhill before trying a an inside-outside juke on the 
safety in the flat about six yards down field, finishing the move with an attempt to hurdle the defender, but that defender knocked Ellington to the ground. Good job carrying the 
ball under his left arm up the left sideline on this play. Ellington gained four yards on a 1st and 10 run with 4:38 in the first quarter from a 1x3 receiver, 10 personnel pistol. The 
play was a zone run off RG where he pressed inside the RG, bent to the outside shoulder of the RG and then dipped away from the DE working inside the RT with a lateral cut to 
the  inside  shoulder  of  the  RG  to  gain  four.  One  of  the  prettier  four-yard  runs  I’ve  seen.  Ellington  was  held  to  no  gain  on  1st  and  10  from  the  CLEM  13  with  13:08  in  the  half  from  
a 20 personnel offset pistol zone play that was foiled by the DE crossing the face of the LT and meeting Ellington nearly flush a yard behind the LOS. Ellington greeted the hit 
with his pads low and kept his legs moving to at least get back to the line of scrimmage. Ellington gained three yards on a 1st and 10 run with 8:55 in the half from the CLEM 30 
from a 3x1 receiver set as the QB on the counter play keeper. He did a nice job of dipping inside his pulling blockers and getting under the defense for a quick three yards. 
Ellington gained seven yards on a 1st and 10 run form the CLEM 10 with 5:01 in the half from a 2x1 receiver, 20 perosnnel offset pistol. This was a zone run where he pressed to 
LG, and about half way to the LOS he cut back to RG and made a second move to get down hill and inside the safety so that when he crossed the LOS he could accelerate past 
the angle of the DB, running through the ankle wrap four yards down field. He gained three more and collided with the LB over top and was dropped at the point of collision after 
trying to spin inside the hit and wrap. He gained 12 and a first down on a 2nd and 11 run with 3:59 in the half from a 3x2 empty shotgun set. He was the slot receiver on the 
twin side before the snap and motioned behind the QB and to the opposite flat to catch a swing pass seven yards behind the LOS at the right hash. He caught the ball at hip level 
with his hands near his back leg and picked up two strong blockes to seal crease inside and outside near the numbers. He burst to the LOS, bent the run inside a step to set up 
the DB about seven yatrds down field and then juked outside. This freezed the DB and ruined his angle. Ellington got to the sideline and gained another five for the first down-
twisting  through  a  wrap  to  his  ankles  to  fall  across  the  marker  at  the  sideline  .  Great  set  up  of  the  defender  in  the  open  field.  He’s  a  very  savvy  runner.  One  of  the  more  savvy  
I’ve  seen  in  terms  of  pressing  and  cutting  back  as  well  as  the  open  field.  Ellington  gained  two  yards  on  a  1st  and  10  run  from  the  CLEM  16  with  14:40  in  the  third  quarter  from  a  
2x1 receiver, 20 personnel offset pistol. Ellington ran a zone read, pressed the run to the outside shoulder of C and then made a sharp lateral cut to the inside shoulder to avoid 
the penetration and get positive yards. Ellington lost a fumble on a 1s tand 10 run from the CLEM 21 with 7:45 in the third quarter rom a 1x2 receiver, 20 personnel shotgun  
set. They ran a power sweep to left end with the outside receiver ghosting behind the QB in the opposite direction. He pressed the outside shoulder of the pulling guard as they 
reached the numbers of the left flat and then cut behind the blocker, getting down hill and his pads low to work six yards down field, get wrapped and then fall forward. However 
the defender over top punched the ball lose as Ellington was falling ad LSU recovered.  The ball was held high and tight, but the strip location was perfect, reaching into back 
point of the ball and prying it loose as the runner fell in the opposite direction. This was a great strip rather than careless ball security. His final carry was a one-yard gain on 1st 
and 10 from the LCEM 46 with 2:45 in the third qquarter from a 2x1 receiver, 11 personnel pistol off LG. Nothing was there, but he got his pads low and worked down hill to get 
a yard by pushing forward. A mature run in this instance.
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Ellington’s  next  touch  was  a  10-yard  gain  on  3rd  and  7  from  the  Clem  28  with  13:12  in  the  first  quarter  from  a  3x1  receiver,  10  perosnnel  pistol.  Ellington  released  through  the  
LOS off LG and worked up the left hash, catching the ball placed high and away from his body about four yards down field. Good job extending his arms for the ball over his 
outside shoulder while airborne. He had a DB in the middle of the field about three yards over top coming at him and Ellington landed, made a quick stutter and worked inside 
the  defender  with  enough  quickness  that  the  DB  didn’t  even  lay  a  hand  on  him.  He  got  the  first  down  and  then  tried  to  set  up  the  next  DB  coming  from  the  outside  about  three  
yards over top. He slipped while trying to cut underneath the defender to reach the flat. Ellington ran a bullet route up the right flat but the QB overthrew the RB and 
underthrew the streak to the WR so neither knew who the ball was intended for on 3rd and 4 with 10:50 in the half.
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Missed most of four games with a toe injury in 2010.


